
DREAMING OF ETERNITY

Thinking About Heaven… And Beyond



Excerpt from Prayer of  Sir Francis Drake

Disturb us, Lord, when 

With the abundance of  things we possess 

We have lost our thirst 

For the waters of  life;



Excerpt from Prayer of  Sir Francis Drake

Having fallen in love with life, 

We have ceased to dream of eternity 

And in our efforts to build a new earth, 

We have allowed our vision 

Of  the new Heaven to dim.



Objective

• start thinking about the 
afterlife and/or 

• stop worrying about the 
afterlife and/or 

• start looking forward to 
the afterlife…



Overview

• Past - establish some sort of  
foundation for this talk 

• Present - summary of  “us” 
and “them” now 

• Future - prediction based on 
based on past & present of  us & 
them



Warning

• the Bible doesn’t speak directly to much  
of  eternity 

• there will be speculation here



Past

• history of  angels (messengers) 

‣ created beings, not of  the family of  
Adam (Col 1:16) 

‣ “war” amongst them resulted in the fall 
of  one third their number (Rev 12)



• did they: 

• have a life where they had free will,  
wherever that was? 

• have a choice to follow God or not? 

• were they locked in after choosing? 

• it appears that there is no concern 
that the angels will “change their 
minds” or “turn sides” anymore 

• there appears to be no fear that they 
will turn on us, either



• but they are definitely actively involved with life here, furthering the 
Kingdom of  Heaven at the bequest of  God Almighty… 

• how?



• messengers (numerous examples) 

• guiding (as with Joseph, the women  
at the tomb) 

• protecting (Daniel in the lion’s den) 

• providing (Elijah, and Christ after the temptation) 

• delivering (getting apostles out of  prison) 

• strengthening/encouraging (apostles in Acts 5, Paul on the ship) 

• caring for believers at moment of  death (Lazarus & the rich 
man)





Present - Part 1

• we have a choice (free will) 

• this place, this universe, is our testing 
ground 

• this is where our choice happens



• Earth is not our Home 

• now a place of  testing, 
next a place of  resting, in Him



Present - Part 2

• we have… 

• personality - makes us very individual 

• attributes - many from being made in the image of  God 

• what are some of  these attributes?



• curiosity 

• imagination 

• huge capacity to learn,  
and learn from mistakes



• hopes 

• dreams 

• love of  good 
relationship 

• great potential for 
growth



• creativity… 

‣ love of  music, for music’s sake 

‣ love of  art, for art’s sake 

‣ love of  language and 
wordplay 

‣ tons of  other areas of  insight 
and innovation



Will these attributes be limited solely  
to our time on Earth?



The Story So Far…

• there exist other creatures 

‣ we call them messengers, with personalities, who made a choice to follow God or 
not, got ‘locked in,” who exist mostly outside of  our creation, who have a very 
active life now 

• there exist humans 

‣ going through a choosing/testing process, loaded with attributes which are in the 
“image of  God,” who are promised to have a home elsewhere, and be “locked in”



Future

• heaven is, no doubt, nothing like what we traditionally imagine 

• even the description in The Revelation (21) of  the New Jerusalem is a 
best attempt to explain the indescribable, but falls way short (but only 
because of  our profound limitations) 

• why can’t we get a clearer picture? put on your thinking cap…



• heaven is outside the four dimensions 
we live in 

‣ the “laws of  physics” are different 
there 

‣ space is completely different there, 
no longer limited to three spatial 
dimensions 

‣ time has at least one more 
dimension



• My science thoughts… 

• freedom from our space-time 

• simultaneous events 

• dimensional freedom to other creations



• My spiritual thoughts… 

‣ we will take on the nature of  Christ (but not become Him) 

‣ we have forever lost our ability to fall away 

‣ will we keep our personality, our individuality?



• I think we will still have our unique personality, refined, which 
includes… 

‣ curiosity (we don’t know everything, but have a strange desire to) 

‣ love of  learning new things (we don’t know everything) 

‣ love of  adventure & new things & relationships & creativity 

‣ all the things that make us in the image of God, and remain



Future: 
Angelic Connection

• maybe the very active angels are 
examples for us and our future?



• I propose that since God is a prolific creator (plenty of  examples even 
here in our universe)… 

‣ this universe cannot be the only “creation” 

✓ there must of  course be “heaven” (His presence) 

✓ there are likely other creations similar to ours 

• it has happened at least twice already - is that revealing to us a pattern?



• If there are other creations, will there be beings made in His image? 

• If so, will God “need” help from his sons and daughters already with 
Him? Will they be part of  their Story? 

• If so, will God allow us to be “messengers” to them? 

• Will we be His army there, and/or there, and/or over there…?



Final Recap

• Heaven will be a place of  resting in Him 

• But also a place to continue to learn and explore and create  

• And a place of  adventure, of  worship, of  walking with and 
enjoying Him, of  building new relationships 

• And also a place to assist Him elsewhere



No eye has seen, no ear has heard, 
and no mind has imagined what God 
has prepared for those who love him. 
I Cor 2:9



• or maybe it’s just 
harps and clouds 
after all
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